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H1		 Scenarios
Historical development
The historical development of the world nuclear generating capacity followed a neat
S-curve, from the introduction of the world’s first civil nuclear power plant in the late
1950s until today (see Figure H.1). It reached a power capacity of 371 GWe at the end
of 2006.
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Figure H.1
Historical development of the world nuclear capacity. Sources: ATW-Weltreport 2002 [Q57] and
PRIS Database (www.iaea.org).

S-curve
History shows that the introduction of a new technology often follows the well-known
S-curve over time: a slow start (introduction) followed by an exponential growth (adoption), which eventually levels out (maturation) when the technology approaches its
physical performance limits. The introduction of civil nuclear power exhibits just this
pattern, as Figure H.1 illustrates.
Based on the historical development one may expect a major increase of nuclear power, a second S-curve, only if a new technology becomes available which offers a
considerable performance improvement compared with the existing technology. At the
moment no such technological breakthroughs are known nor may be expected within a
foreseeable future. For that reason a nuclear renaissance seems remote.
Nuclear contribution
The total world electricity production in 2006 was 19028 TWh (68.50 EJ), of which 2808
TWh (10.1 EJ) from nuclear power (BP 2007 [Q91]). So the nuclear share amounted to
14.8 % in 2006, down from a high of around 18% in the early 1990s. The nuclear contribution to the total world energy supply in 2006 was 2.1% (see PartA).
The growth rate of the nuclear capacity is lagging behind the growth rate of the world
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electricity consumption so the contribution of nuclear power to the world electricity
supply is slowly declining. In 2003 WETO [Q237] expected the nuclear share to decline
to 12% in 2020 and 10% in 2030. The descending trend is apparent in Figure H.2.
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Figure H.2
Historical development of the nuclear share of the world electricity generating capacity. Sources: Flin 2002 [Q232] and BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2004 - 2007 [Q91].

Scenarios from the nuclear industry
The World Nuclear Association (WNA, formerly The Uranium Institute, London) published
in May 2005 the three scenarios illustrated by Figure H.3 (WNAreport 2005 [Q357] and
UIC-08 2007 [Q358]). A fourth scenario in Figure H.3 is from the International Atomic
Energy Agency IAEA (Omoto 2007 [Q359]).
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Figure H.3
Three scenarios from World Nuclear Association (WNA) from 2005 and one from the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) from 2007. The curves are based on figures from tables presented by WNA 2005 [Q357] and Omoto 2007 [Q359] and link up with the diagram of Figure H.1.
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The scenarios of WNA and IAEA are striking in two respects:
•
the relatively short time horizon: the end point is no further than 2030,
•
the presentation in the form of tables, not as curves in a graphic.
The time horizon seems paradoxically short for nuclear scenarios. If nuclear power
were to be a solution to the energy security and climate control, a far longer time horizon might be expected. Besides, the lead times for new nuclear build are very long,
in the order of ten years or more, and the nuclear industry claims lifetimes of nuclear
power plants up to 60 years (see also Part G5).
The reason for the short time horizon is not clear. Previous scenarios went to 2050 or
even 2100. In 1998 the IAEA pesented a scenario with an exponentially rising nuclear
capacity to 1800 GW in 2050, without a flattening trend (Oi&Wedekind 1998 [Q356]).
This scenario is submitted by the IAEA to the IPCC study in 2000 (Rogner & McDonald
2005 [Q355]).
By presenting the scenarios as tables the nuclear industry leaves unclear which trends
in the development are foreseen after 2030: an exponential increase, a linear increase, a flattening trend or even a declining trend. Comparison with other scenarios,
from other sources or older ones from the WNA and IAEA, becomes more difficult.
The year 2030 happens to coincide about with the exhaustion of the high-quality uranium resources. By 2030 the world average uranium ore grade will fall significantly below
G = 0.1% U3O8, if no major new rich uranium deposits will be found in the meantime.
Up until now, no signs of such finds have been reported. When the average ore grade
drops below G = 0.1% U3O8, the consumption of chemicals and energy by the uranium
recovery dramatically rises. Apart from the deteriorating energy balance and rising
CO2 emissions at low grades, the economic viability of the uranium recovery may also
be at stake, the more so in a time of ever increasing energy prices.
It is not clear on which grounds WNA and IAEA based their scenarios, as presented in
Figure H.3, so it is difficult to assess how realistic they are. Strategic and political considerations may be involved. There are, however, no reasons to suppose the curves will
not level out at some time. The question is: which ceiling the world nuclear capacity
will reach, if it will grow at all during the next decades.

Scenarios in this study
Scenarios are always made with a certain objective, although some scenarios seem not
much more than a simple extrapolation of an existing trend at a certain moment.
In this study we introduce 4 scenarios with the intent to illustrate the conceivable
consequences of the results of this study with regard to the future development of
nuclear power. Left aside are questions to what extent the scenarios would be feasible
from a technical and/or logistic point of view, e.g. nuclear construction capacity and
availability of human resources. We neither state anything regarding the probability
of the scenarios.
The findings of this study are to be presented in a transparent way, as much accessible
as possible to policy makers and non-scholars.
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The four scenarios introduced here are:
•
scenario 0, phase-out
•
scenario 1, constant nuclear capacity
•
scenario 2, constant nuclear share
•
scenario 3, as proposed by MIT.
The scenarios start with the historical development of the world nuclear electricity
generating capacity (Figure H.1) and are illustrated by Figure H.4. The scenarios 1-3
are assumed to level out in 2050.
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Figure H.4
Four nuclear scenarios, for explanation see text. Few scenarios in the nuclear literature go
beyond 2050. Recent scenarios from the nuclear industry even end in 2030. The curves represent the cumulative world nuclear capacity in the scenarios and are assumed to level out by
2050. The green diamonds represent the end points of the four scenarios in Figure H.3.

Scenario 0: phase-out
In scenario 0 no new nuclear power plants will be built beyond the units under construction today. Due to the closedown of nuclear power plants after a service life of
about 40 years the world nuclear capacity will approach zero by the year 2050. Scenario 0 may be regarded as reference and zero line of the other scenarios.
The IAEA also expects that today’s nuclear fleet will be closed down by 2050 (Oi &
Wedekind 1998 [Q356]).
Scenario 1: constant nuclear capacity
In scenario 1 the world nuclear capacity is assumed to remain constant at the current
level (371 GW) until the year 2050. Today’s operating nuclear power plants will reach
the end of their technical lifetime by 2050 and must be closed down. To keep the world
nuclear capacity at the current level, practically the whole fleet of nuclear power
plants has to be replaced by new build during the next decades. Scenario 1 implies a
new nuclear build during the next decades of the same magnitude as that during the
past 50 years.
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Assumed that during the period 2008-2050 370 new nuclear power plants of 1 GW nominal capacity are to be constructed, an average of nearly 9 units would have to be
connected to the grid each year, up through 2050. Today some 3-4 units come on line
each year worldwide.
Due to the growth of the world energy consumption (2-3% a year), the nuclear share of
the world energy supply in scenario 1 would decline to less than 1% by 2050.
Scenario 2: constant nuclear share
In scenario 2 the world nuclear capacity is assumed to grow sufficiently to keep pace
with the growing world energy demand, so that the share of nuclear power stays at today’s level of 2.1% of the world energy supply. Scenario 2 implies a greatly accelerated
construction programme, in addition to the construction programme of scenario 1. The
annual growth rate of the world energy demand is assumed to be 2%, to 870 GWe in
2050. Scenario 2 is assumed to start by 2012, allowing for the time needed to initiate
new and additional nuclear capacity.
In scenario 2 more nuclear power plants have to be built than ever before, in addition
to the number of units needed to replace the existing nuclear fleet. An average number of 15-17 units are to be connected to the grid each year, up through 2050.
Scenario 2 corresponds approximately with the ‘High’ scenario from the IAEA and lies
in between the ‘High’ and ‘Reference’ scenarios of WNA (see Figures H.3 and H.4).
Scenario 3: MIT scenario
Scenario 3 has been proposed by MIT 2003 [Q280]: a world nuclear capacity of 1500
gigawatt by 2050 (see Figure H.4). This goal would imply a annual construction rate of
some 35 units, ten times the current rate.
At an average world energy consumption growth of 3% per annum during the next decades, scenario 2 would coincide with scenario 3.
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Figure H.5
The future nuclear share of the world electricity generating capacity in four scenarios. This
diagram is an extension of Figure H.2.
In scenario 0 no new nuclear will be ordered after 2008. For the other scenarios three annual
growth rates of the world electricity generation are used: 2%, 3% and 4%. Scenario 2, constant
nuclear share, turns out to coincide with scenario 3 at a world growth rate of 3%.
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The future nuclear shares of the world electricity production in the four scenarios
introduced above are illustrated in Figure H.5. The nuclear contribution will go down
in most scenarios, except in scenario 3, if the average growth rate of the world electricity until 2050 is 3% or less.

Political U-turn
Looking at the historical data, the free energy market does not seem very interested in
new nuclear power plants. It appears unlikely that any large new construction program
will get off the ground spontaneously under the prevailing market conditions. As pointed out in above section ‘S-curve’ scenarios 2 and 3, and even scenario 1, could only
be expected if a major technical breakthrough has occurred. As no such breaktroughs
happened or are foreseeable, scenarios 1, 2 and 3 seem increasingly unlikely.
Scenarios 3 and 2, and even scenario 1, will require a political U-turn: the reintroduction of large state subsidies and extensive state intervention. Actually the MIT report
and the World Nuclear Association are arguing in favour of such state subsidies. Possibly some kind of centrally planned energy economy is required. This would be so for
reason of the very long lead times, the high and practically uncontrollable investments
and the unprecedentedly large financial commitments in the long run.
One may wonder how such a political development could be reconciled with genuine
democracy. The decision process in itself may be questionable, due to the secrecy of
the nuclear industry. In addition it would mean saddling the future generations with
the negative consequences of nuclear power, owing to the extremely long timescale of
nuclear projects (see also ‘energy debt’ in Parts C4 and G6).

After 2050
The future does not end at 2050. No investor will start the construction of new nuclear
power plants without assured uranium supply. Not in 2040, not even today, in 2008.
This is one of the consequences of the extremely long-term commitments inherent to
nuclear power. So we have to think in a much longer time schedules. The plants coming
on line in 2050 should have an assured uranium supply during their lifetime of, say,
40-50 years.
If all nuclear construction activities would cease in 2050, which is likely not the intention of the nuclear industry, all nuclear power plants then operating should be able
to complete their normal operational lifetime. For that reason we have to extend the
scenarios up until 2100, if we want to judge them on their viability. The last plants
coming on line in 2050 would reach their end of life by about the year 2100. The extended scenarios, based on the assumption of no new nuclear build after 2050, are
illustrated by Figure H.6.
The uranium requirements in the four scenarios are represented in the diagram in
teragram Tg. The numbers are additive. For example: the total uranium consumption
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in scenario 1 (constant capacity) would be 1.6 + 3.1 = 4.7 Tg. In scenario 3, and may be
also in scenario 2, the total uranium requirements would be some 13.7 Tg. This amount
would be nearly ten times the all-time uranium consumption up until today. Table H.1
summarizes the the numerical consequences of the scenarios through 2100. In the next
section, Part H2, two dep[letion scenarios will be discussed.
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Figure H.6
The four scenarios of Figure H.4 extended to 2100, assumed no new nuclear power plants will
be built after 2050. The areas under the curves represent the quantities of the uranium consumption of each scenario in Tg (see text). The figures are rough estimates and are additive.

The currently known recoverable uranium resources amount to 4.7 Tg, so for scenarios
2 and 3 nearly twice that amount has yet to be discovered. MIT and World Nuclear Association (WNA) see no problem: the market will do the job.
“Rising uranium prices will stimulate more exploration, which will result in new uranium discoveries, as is with all other metals.”
This viewpoint might be a serious misconception, as pointed out in Part D12, for it does
not account for the energy quality of the uranium resources, neither of the resources
known today, nor of the resources to be discovered tomorrow. We return to this topic
in Part H3.

Table H.1
Uranium consumption in four scenarios through the year 2100. The figures are rough estimates.
The figure of scenario 2 depends on the growth rate of the world electricity consumption.

scenario
0
1
2
3

cumulative uranium consumption (Tg)

phase-out
constant nuclear capacity
constant nuclear share
MIT
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H2		 Depletion of the known uranium resources
Uranium resources over time: quantity and quality
Regarding the energy security and CO2 mitigation it is important to get some idea
about the future uranium supply and the specific emissions by the nuclear system. As
shown in Part G, two main variables are the operational lifetime of the reactor and the
grade of the uranium ore feeding the nuclear system. In this section we address the
practical consequences of the results of this study, as presented by Figures H.7 and H.8
(these diagrams are identical to Figures G.17 and G.18 respectively).
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Figure H.7
The Energy Cliff of the nuclear system, in relation to the known uranium resources. The curves
labeled ‘fuel chain’ refer solely to the processes needed to produce nuclear fuel from uranium
ore and to dispose of the radioactive wastes emerging from those processes. The curves ‘full
system’ also include the energy of construction and dismantling of the reactor. This diagram is
identical to Figure G.17 in Part G6.

Figure H.7 shows that the net energy content of uranium ore rapidly declines when the
ore grade drops below 0.05% U3O8. What consequences this observation could have for
the future role of nuclear power?
Obviously, the currently known uranium resources will be consumed during the next
decades. What if no significant new uranium resources will be discovered during the
next decades?
The depletion rate of the world known uranium resources is roughly estimated on the
basis of two basic cases. Case 1 is equivalent to scenario 1 from the previous section
and case 2 is an extension of scenario 2.
In scenario 1 (constant nuclear capacity) the uranium consumption rate remains conPart H



stant at 68 Gg/a.
In scenario 2 (constant nuclear share) an annual growth of 2% of the world energy consumption and of the world nuclear capacity is assumed. The uranium consumption goes
up from 68 Gg/a in 2006 to some some 183 Gg/a in 2056.
As pointed out in a previous section, the scenarios in this study are exclusively aimed
at giving an insight into the practical consequences of the results of this study. We do
not state anything with regard to the probability of the scenarios.
In the current practice the easiest mineable and highest-quality uranium deposits
(highest grade, nearest to the surface) are being mined first, for they generate the
highest profits for the mining companies. This effect is clearly observable at the individual mines, e.g. Olympic Dam and Ranger in Australia. Deeper lying parts of a deposit
tend to be poorer of quality. Consequently the world-averaged uranium ore quality will
go down over time, if no new large high-quality uranium deposits will be found.
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Figure H.8
The nuclear CO2 emission as function of the uranium ore grade, in relation to the world known
uranium resources. The curves labeled ‘fuel chain’ refer solely to the processes needed to
produce nuclear fuel from uranium ore and to dispose of the radioactive wastes emerging from
those processes. The curves ‘full system’ also include the energy of construction and dismantling of the reactor. This diagram is identical to Figure G.18 in Part G6.

Figure H.9 illustrates the depletion and the decline of the energy quality of the currently known uranium resources over time in the two senarios described above. The
diagram of Figure H.9 should be regarded as indicative, due to the spread in the data
the curves are based on. The years of depletion are not as exactly predictable as the
diagram may suggest. However, to policy makers it may be of little importance wether
the known uranium resources in scenario 2 will get depleted in 2048 or in 2052. The
vital information from Figure H.9 is that the known uranium resources will get exhausted within the lifetime of new nuclear build.
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Figure H.9
The depletion scenarios of the world known uranium resources in scenarios 1 and 2. As the
highest-quality uranium resources are exploited first, the average ore quality will decline over
time. Within about two decades, the world average ore grade will fall below 0.1% U3O8. Within
the lifetime of new nuclear build the average ore grade will decline to under 0.05% U3O8.

As pointed out above, not only the quantities of the uranium resources are vital to
the nuclear future, but also the quality of the deposits from an energy point of view.
Besides the depletion of the known uranium resources, Figure H.9 illustrates the declining world average ore grade over time. The ore quality of the available deposits
will deteriorate additionally by other factors, as deeper layers and harder-to-mine
ore bodies have to be mined. These additional factors are not simply to quantify, but
may have a notable effect on the specific energy consumption and CO2 emission of the
extraction of uranium (the shift effect, see Part D3). In this study we account for the
ore grade only.
The effects of the decreasing ore grade with regard to the net energy from uranium
ore and the nuclear CO2 emissions over time are illustrated by Figures H.10 and H.11.

Energy cliff over time
In Figure H.10 the lifetime-averaged free fractions Rnet of the full nuclear system are
plotted as function of the time, assuming no new large uranium resources will be discovered in the meantime. The free fraction Rnet, or net energy fraction, is defined in
equation H.1 (identical to equation C.18 in Part C3).
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Eq H.1

The scenarios 1 and 2 are the same as in Figures H.9. The diagram of Figure H.10 is
related to Figure H.7.
Figure H.10 should be regarded as indicative, due to the spread in the data the curves
are based on. However, the curves give a good impression of the exponential decline of
the net energy production over time, as the mean uranium ore grade goes down.
Ignoring the energy debt, that is, the energy consumed by the construction and dismantling of the nuclear power plant, would shift the curves upward. The year of falling
off the energy cliff will hardly be shifted by raising the curves.
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Figure H.10
The energy cliff over time. The lifetime-averaged free fraction (fraction of net energy) of the
nuclear system over time. Both scenarios 1 and 2 are based on the full nuclear system with an
assumed operational lifetime of 30 years at an average load factor of 0.82. The colored bands
represent the uncertainty range in the numerical results due to the spread in the input data.
For comparison the uranium resource depletion diagram of scenario 2 is presented in the background, without a numerical scale (see also Figure H.9).

CO2 trap over time
Figure H.11 presents the CO2 emission of the nuclear system over time in scenario 1
and scenario 2. In this diagram the lifetime-averaged CO2 emissions of the full nuclear
system are plotted as function of the time, assuming no new large uranium resources
will be discovered in the meantime. Figure H.11 is related to Figure H.8.
Due to the declining ore grade over time, the CO2 emission will rise gradually. When
very poor ores are to be exploited, the CO2 emissions will rise exponentially and surpass that of gas-fired electricity generation and, in effect, of any fossil-fuelled power
system, in view of the steepness of the curves.
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Like Figure H.10, Figure H.11 should be regarded as indicative, due to the spread in
the data the curves are based on. However, the curves give a good impression of the
exponential growth of the CO2 emission by nuclear over time, as the mean uranium
ore grade goes down.
The slopes of the emission curves might work out steeper further in the future than
presented in this diagram, due to the shift effect, which is not accounted for in this
study.
Ignoring the energy debt. that is, the energy consumed by the construction and dismantling of the nuclear power plant, would shift the curves downward. The year of
surpassing the red line will hardly be shifted by lowering the curves.
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Figure H.11
The lifetime-averaged CO2 emission of the nuclear system over time. Both scenarios 1 and 2 are
based on the full nuclear system with an assumed operational lifetime of 30 years at an average load factor of 0.82. The colored bands represent the uncertainty range in the numerical
results due to the spread in the input data. The red line represents the CO2 emission of gas-fired
electricity generation (combined cycle, full LCA). The efficiency of the gas-fired generation is
assumed to increase somewhat and so its CO2 emission will decrease.
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H3		 Uranium supply in the future
The results of this study, as discussed in the previous part, seem to differ widely from
the picture outlined by the nuclear industry. What are the differences and what are
their origins?
This section addresses some vital aspects of the supply of the mineral source of nuclear power: uranium. A number of aspects of the world uranium outlook have been
discussed in Part D. Here we return to this topic with some additional remarks and
observations.
The main differences with regard to the uranium issue between this study and the official position of the nuclear industry can be traced back to different paradigms: an
economic approach by the nuclear industry versus a physical/chemical approach in
this study. In this section the consequences of these two appraches will be addressed.
Another factor may be a matter of usage. Confusion may arise by the use of a different
terminology or by a different meaning or perception of the same word.

Resource terminology
To avoid inaccurate usage, here some definitions are introduced, as stated by the NEA/
IAEA in the Red Book 2006 [Q90].
Uranium resources are broadly classified as either conventional or unconventional. Below the definitions are quoted as stated by the NEA/IAEA in the Red Book 2006 [Q90].
Conventional resources are those that have an established history of production where
uranium is, either, a primary product, co-product or an important by-product (e.g.,
from the mining of copper and gold). Very low-grade resources or those from which
uranium is only recoverable as a minor by-product are considered unconventional resources.
The conventional resources are further divided into four categories, according to different confidence levels of occurrence. The resources are further separated into categories based on the cost of production. Within the uranium industry six classification
systems of uranium resources are in use, all of which are largely based on economic
considerations. One of the six systems is the NEA/IAEA classification, which is used in
this study. For details see Red Book 2006 [Q90].
Obviously, six systems do not contribute to the transparency of the resource issue of
nuclear power.

Long-term perspective: the view of the nuclear industry
Apparently the IAEA sees no restraints of the future development of nuclear power
posed by limited uranium resurces. Even without a closed fuel cycle, the available
uranium resources would be sufficient to support the current nuclear fleet for many
hundreds of years. A considerable expansion of the current nuclear fleet would be possible without constraints, according to the IAEA (Red Book 2006 [Q90]). This view is
illustrated by the nuclear scenarios of the IAEA and WNA (see Figure H.3) and by Table
H.2.
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Table H.2
Uranium resources and R/P ratios (resource/production ratios), or years of supply, according to
the IAEA (Red Book 2006 [Q90]) and Omoto 2007 [Q359].

categories of resources (1)

uranium
(Tg)

years
LWR oncethrough (2)

years
LWR
68 Gg/a (3)

years
fast reactor
closed
cycle (4)

identified resources (IR)
undiscovered resources PR + SR
sum conventional resources
phosphates
sum conventional + phosphates

4.7
10
14.7
22
36.7

85
185
270
405
675

69
147
216
324
540

2570
5445
8015
11925
19930

(1) IR = Identified Resources, PR = Prognosticated Resources, SR = Speculative Resources.
(2) According to the IAEA (Red Book 2006 [Q90]). Apparently the IAEA assumes an annual consumption of 55 Gg/a in the base year 2004.
(3) The world consumption rate of natural uranium in 2006 was 68 Gg/a. This column is added
by the authors of this study.
(4) Omoto 2007 [Q359] cites figures of 8000-16000 years from conventional resources only and
20000-40000 years of supply from conventional resources + phosphates when used in closedcycle fast reactor system.

The figures in the last column imply that, according to IAEA, in a closed fuel cycle 30
times more atoms in natural uranium could effectively be fissioned than in the LWR
once-through cycle. Omoto [Q359] apparently takes the view that this factor could be
also 60x.
Significance of the IAEA figures
Considering the figures of the IAEA the nuclear future seems looking bright and unclouded. There are, however, some complicating factors.
Just the first three figures of the first row in Table H.2 are based on proven evidence,
all other figures are based on assumptions, speculations and concepts existing only on
paper.
In Part B the closed fuel cycle (i.e.the breeder system) has been addressed. Fifty years
of research in seven nations, with spending some 100 billions of dollars, did result in
not one working breeder cycle. There is no empirical evidence that the breeder system
ever will be feasible. The value of the fissionable fraction of natural uranium (30-60%)
in a breeder system may be considered all but a theoretical guess. For that reason the
figures in the last column of Table H.2 are highly speculative, if not misleading.

Known resources and undiscovered uranium resources
Here some confusion may arise. The IAEA lists in its Table H.2 known recoverable resources and undiscovered recoverable uranium resources. However, one may add two
other categories: known unrecoverable resources and undiscovered unrecoverable resources. In the nuclear industry the term ‘recoverable’ has an economic meaning not
a physical/chemical one, the same holds true for the term‘ore’.
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There is a wide discrepancy between the world known recoverable uranium resources,
labeled Identified Resources by the IAEA, and the amounts of uranium assumed to be
present in the earth’s crust. Figure H.12 represents the Identified Resources, as discussed in Part D2. The ore grade distribution is not given by the IAEA and comes from
a number of other sources (for references see Part D2).
The amounts of uranium assumed to be present in the various geologic reservoirs of
the earth’s crust are presented in Figure H.13, which is based on the study Deffeyes
& MacGregor 1980 [Q281]. The histogram of Figure H.13 may suggest that only a tiny
fraction of the world uranium resources has been discovered.
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Figure H.12
The distribution of the world known recoverable uranium resources in 2006. The sum of the
bars represents the Identified Resources, cited in Table H.2. This diagram is identical to Figure
D.1 in Part D2.

The rich ore deposits in the Athabasca Basin in Canada, with grades higher than 3%,
were not included in the publication of Deffeyes & MacGregor. These deposits have
been added by us to Figure H.13 (blue bars), although they are measured up to depths
of 500-600 m, whereas the remainder of the diagram refers to the earth’s crust without
an indication of depth. The continental crust is over 30 km thick.
The study of Deffeyes & MacGregor is still considered authoritative, judging by the fact
that MIT (MIT 2003 [Q280]) based its view on the prospects of the future uranium supply on the Deffeyes & MacGregor study.
The diagram of Deffeyes & MacGregor gives no clue on the mineralization of uranium,
the presence of ores and the recoverability of the uranium from the various geological
reservoirs.
No uranium minerals can be formed on the sea floor, due to the absence of suitable
chemical conditions. However, dissolved uranium ions are present in seawater in very
low concentration (see also Part D10).
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Figure H.13
The distribution of uranium in the major geological reservoirs of the earth’s crust, according
to Deffeyes & MacGregor 1980 [Q281]. The height of each bar represents the estimated total
amount of uranium at the given concentration. It should be noted that both the horizontal and
the vertical axis have a logarithmic scale. The rich deposits in Canada, with grades of more than
3% uranium were absent in the original publication of Deffeyes & MacGregor, and have been added by the authors of this study (the two light blue bars at the left). The medium shaded bars
represent the reservoirs from which uranium is extracted in the current practice, down to the
grade interval of 0.03 - 0.01% uranium. This diagram is identical to Figure D.14 in Part D12.

In the grade interval 1 - 0.1% U3O8, for example, 1227 Gg (1.2 Tg) of recoverable uranium resources are known today (see Table D.3 in Part D2 and Figure H.12), whereas
the two bars in this grade interval in the histogram of Figure H.13 add up to some 70
Tg. This observation would suggest that tens of millions of tonnes of uranium resources
are waiting for discovery in this ore grade interval alone.
However, a closer look reveals a less simple picture.
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Conventional resources
Geologic evidence
The distribution of uranium according to Deffeyes & MacGregor, though probably the
best information we have today, still is a rough estimate and is not proven.
Moreover, the distribution of uranium according to Deffeyes & MacGregor refers to
the whole earth’s crust. The continantal crust is over 30 km thick, typically 30-40 km
(http://earthquake.usgs.gov/research/structure/crust/index/php ).
Obviously only a fraction of the continental crust is technically accessible for uranium
mining. Today’s uranium mines are considerably less deep than 1 km, typically less
than 500-600 m. BHPBilliton, the owner of by far the largest known uranium deposit of
the world, Olympic Dam in Australia, is considering to expand the underground mine to
an open pit mine with a maximum depth of 1200 m. At that depth Olympic Dam would
become the deepest reported uranium mine.
If we assume that the figures of Deffeyes & MacGregor at the high grades refer to a 30
km thick continental crust and that deposits in the uppermost 1.5 km are mineable,
then 1/20 of the amount in the grade interval 1 – 0.1% (70 Tg), or 3.5 Tg, would be mineable. Of that 3.5 Tg, 1.2 Tg are already mapped and classified as known recoverable.
The balance, being 2.3 Tg, may be present at greater depths than the existing mines
and/or in poorly explored areas, such as Antartica.
Apart from the downgraded Key Lake deposit in Canada, no uranium deposits have
been reported in the ore grade range of 0.5 – 1.0% U3O8. If uranium were to have a
normal crustal distribution, significant discoveries in the interval of 0.5 – 1.0% U3O8
could be expected. Up until now no such evidence has been reported.
Ore quality
The histogram of Deffeyes & MacGregor gives no clues on mineralization of uranium
nor on the distribution of possible ore bodies in size, in grade and in depth. Hence the
diagram gives no clues on the thermodynamic quality of yet-to-be discovered uranium
occurrences,
Ore bodies tend to get poorer (i.e. lower metal content) and harder to mine with
increasing depth, according to Cook 1976 [Q344]. This phenomenon is, for instance,
observable in the current practice at the Ranger and Olympic Dam mines in Australia
(see also Part D).
It is not clear wether Deffeyes & MacGregor incorpated the mineralogical barrier of
uranium into their considerations leading to their histogram. Each scarce metal has his
mineralogical barrier, according to Skinner 1979 [Q322]. As pointed out in Part D3, the
mineralization limit of uranium is of crucial importance for the recovery of uranium
from the earth’s crust.
As easily discoverable and easily mineable deposits are already known and in production (except a few ones), one may expect that new discoveries of significant uranium
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deposits may have lower energy quality than the currently known deposits of the same
ore grade. The lower thermodynamic quality is due either to greater depth, longer
transport distances, higher waste rock/ore ratios, more refractory uranium minerals,
or other causes.
Underground mining of uranium ores, which is more energy-intensive than open-pit
mining, has to be done with robotic equipment, for reason of the high levels of radon
and nuclear radiation from the rocks. Even the mining of very high-grade deposits may
pose serious problems, judging by the troubles at Cigar Lake in the Athabasca Basin in
Canada.
Lower quality means more energy consumed per kg extracted uranium.
Based on above considerations one may expect the yet-to-be discovered uranium deposits lying closer to the energy cliff (see also Figure H.7).

Chances of new finds
Uranium, being a geologically scarce metal, is a different commodity than a fossil fuel.
The similarity ends with the observations that both uranium and fossil fuels are found
in the ground and both have something to do with the generation of useful energy. The
origins of uranium and fossil fuels are completely different, as are the geologic principles and mechanisms which formed the deposits of these commodities.
Reasoning according to the line of an economics-based notion of a reserves-production
relationship which may be valid in the oil industry, may not lead beforehand to the
right conclusions in case of the uranium supply.
From a statistical point of view the chances of finding new uranium deposits increase
with decreasing ore grade, decreasing ore body size and increasing depth.
During the past decades no evidence has been published on the existence of major new
uranium deposits of similar energy quality as the currently mined deposits, that would
significantly extend the world uranium supply. The chances of finding a new Olympic
Dam (very low grade, extremely large ore body) or an Athabasca Basin (extremely high
grade, medium sized ore bodies) are unknown.
Both Olympic Dam and the Athabasca Basin may be considered exceptional occurences.
If a log-normal distribution were to apply to uranium, the chances of finding yet-undiscovered uranium deposits of the same size and quality as Olympic Dam and/or the
Athabasca Basin, appear not impressive.
Discovery of a new Athabasca Basin-like deposit would add some 7 years to the uranium
supply from high-quality ores, at the current world consumption rate of around 68
Gg/a. A new Olympic Dam-like deposit would add around 17 years, but with a marginal
energy quality (see also Part D8). Bringing a large new deposit into production, which
is not adjacent to an existing mine, may take 10 years or more.

Economics and geology
The classification of uranium resources into several categories, together called ‘known
recoverable reserves and resources’ or ‘Indentified Resources’ (see Figure H.12), is
largely based on economic considerations. These resources have been mapped. The
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distribution of uranium in the earth’s crust by Deffeyes & MacGregor (Figure H.13) is
based on geologic considerations.
The discrepancy between the geological estimates and ‘known resources’ increases as
the ore grade goes down. Moving toward lower uranium grades the economic incentive
to map uranium deposits goes down because the high-grade deposits will not mined out
for a decade, or more. There is therefore little point in spending money in exploring
low-grade deposits now.
The reason why the known recoverable resources curve (Figure H.12) peaks and falls,
while the geologic curve (Figure H.13) rises exponentially when going to lower grades,
is likely due to the lack of systematic exploration of lower grade deposits.

Unconventional uranium resources
Unconventional uranium resources are deposits with low uranium concentrations,
which. by virtue of their sheer size, constitute large, but very high-cost, uranium resources (IAEA 2001 [Q149]).
At present no unconventional uranium resources are being exploited. Some of these
unconventional resources are reasonably well-known with respect to their size, grade
and other qualities, but are not exploited yet for economic or other reasons: they are
known, but (economically) unrecoverable.
The unconventional resource category includes: black shales, phosphorite deposits
(also called phosphate rock), lignite & coal deposits and seawater.

Black shales
Black shales are a huge geologic reservoir of uranium, according to Deffeyes & MacGregor [Q281], containing some 30 000 Tg of uranium, at grades typically ranging between
30-100 ppm.
Uraniferous black shales are marine, organic-rich, commonly pyritic shale in which
uranium (and other metals) is adsorbed on to the organic material and clay minerals.
Average grades for the black shales deposits range between 50-400 ppm uranium,
but because of their large areal extent they contain very large resources (IAEA 2001
[Q149]).
Examples are the Ranstad shales in Sweden, the Ronneburg shales in Germany and the
Chattanooga shales in the USA. The Ranstad shales cover about 500 km2 and contain
approximately 254 Gg uranium at an average grade ranging betrween 170-250 ppm of
uranium.
The Ronneburg shales cover about 164 km2 and contain resources of 169.23 Gg uranium
with grades between 0.085-0.17%.
The Chattanooga shales in the southeastern USA cover some 80000 km2 and contain
uranium resources of 4-5 Tg at an average grade of 57 ppm (IAEA 2001 [Q149]).
According to Bureau of Mines 1976 [Q135] the Chattanooga shales, containing some
7.5 Tg uranium, have been extensively mapped in the 1970s, but turned out not economically recoverable. The shales consist of two principal layers, each with a variable
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thickness of 1-2 meters. The richest layer, with an average grade of 60 ppm uranium,
contains some 3 Tg uranium. The other layer has grades of 20-50 ppm and contains
around 4.5 Tg uranium.
Recovery from the rich layer of 162.35 Mg uranium – consumed by one 1 GW reactor
during 1 year and corresponding with 25.86 PJ gross electricity production – requires
the mining and processing of 5.4 Tg shales at an average recovery yield of 50%. Applying the average energy input of mining and milling (Jm+m = 2.33 GJ/Mg ore, see Part
D4) the total energy input per year per GW would be 12.6 PJ, or half of the energy
output of the reactor. If the recovery yields turns out lower, say 25%, the energy balance of the uranium recovery alone would drop to zero.
Obviously, the exploitation of the lower-grade layer of the Chattanooga shales would
fall well beyond the energy cliff.
The study of the Bureau of Mines itself also put some doubts on the energy input-output ratio of LWRs feeded by uranium from the shales (see also Part D9).

Phosphate rock
According to Deffeyes & MacGregor [Q281], see Figure H.13, the phosphate rock occurrences in the earth’s crust, together with shales, would contain some 600 000 Tg of
uranium, at grades of 10-30 ppm.
The largest phosphate rock deposits of the world are in Morocco (55% of the world
resources) with a uranium content of 70-230 ppm, according to Bergeret 1979 [Q47].
Most other known deposits contain around 100 ppm uranium or less, although some
small deposits could have a much higher uranium content.
According to IAEA 2001 [Q149], the world average uranium content in phosphate rock is
estimated at 50-200 ppm. Marine phosphorite deposits contain averages of 6-120 ppm,
and organic phosphorite deposits up to 600 ppm. The IAEA study cites the figures listed
in Table H.3, without further explanation.

Table H.3
Approximate uranium resources in phosphate rock, according to the IAEA 2001 [Q149]), see also
WISE-Uranium 2008 [Q324].
category

country

marine phosphorite

Morocco
USA
Mexico
Jordan
others

organic phosphorite

subtotal
Russia, Kazakhstan
total

uranium content
Tg
6.9
1.2
0.15
0.1
0.65
9
0.12
9.12

The IAEA (Red Book 2006 [Q90]) considers 22 Tg of uranium recoverable from phosphate
rock (see Table H.2). The discrepancy between the figure of 22 Tg with those from TaPart H
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ble H.3 is striking. The Red Book 2006 does not specify which deposits are concerned
and at which grades those deposits are assumed to be recoverable. Data on phosphate
rock deposits and their uranium content turn out to be extremely scarce and the available data are not consistent. The figures given by the IAEA seem not verifiable in an
open scientific way.
If we assume the 22 Tg uranium stated by the IAEA would be recovered from phosphate
rock with a uranium content of 127 ppm (the geometric mean of the Morocco deposits), 17300 Tg phosphate rock has to be mined and processed at a recovery yield of
100%. At a more realistic yield of 30% (see Part D9), some 57700 Tg of phosphate rock
has to be mined and processed to extract 22 Tg of uranium.
The world phosphate rock reserves in 2006 were 18000 Tg, the world Reserve Base
50000 Tg, according to USGS 2007 [Q279]. The Reserve Base includes the currently
economic reserves (reserves), marginal reserves and subeconomic resources.
The world production of phosphate rock in 2006 was about 145 Tg. At an assumed
U-content of 127 ppm and recovery yield of 30% this would correspond with around
5.5 Gg uranium, or 8% of the world annual uranium consumption in 2006 (68 Gg/a).
This approximation is too optimistic, as is shown by the analysis of IAEA 2001 [Q149].
This study came to a theoretical estimate of 3.7 Gg/a from 142 Tg/a phosphate rock,
yielding 66 Tg/a concentrate. Marine deposits account for 80% of the world output of
phosphate-based fertilizer products, and 70% of this total is converted into wet-process phosphoric acid, the base for the current uranium extraction process. Assuming
an average recoverable content of 100 ppm of uranium, this scenario would result in
an annual output of 3.7 Gg/a (slightly over 5% of the current uranium consumption
rate).
The amount of phosphate processing needed to meet the current world uranium demand is 10-20 times the rate needed to supply the phosphorus demand for agriculture.
In that case the energy consumption of the mining, milling and processing of phosphate
rock should be attributed nearly fully to the recovered uranium.
Considering the available data, it seems very doubtful if phosphates can be ever regarded a net energy source (see also Part D9).
Moreover, another issue in this context might be of greater importance. There are no
substitutes for phosphorus in agriculture. So the exploitation of phosphate rock should
be tailored to the demand for food production.

Uranium from seawater
Seawater contains dissolved uranium, mainly as uranyltricarbonato ions [UO2(CO3)3)]4–
(aq), at an average concentration of 3.34 mg uranium per cubic meter seawater. Since
the total volume of seawater of the world is about 1.37 billion km3, the total amount
of uranium in the oceans is about 4600 Tg. This huge uranium resource is known and
assured, but is it also ‘recoverable’, or more important: could it be a net energy resource?
Though uranium from seawater is still cited as an energy resource option for the future, e.g. MIT 2003 [Q280], few feasibility studies have been published after 1980,
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which is not surprising after the conclusions of INFCE in 1980. The comprehensive and
leading international study INFCE-1 1980 [Q226] cites results of an unspecified study
by the US Department of Energy in 1978, and concluded that uranium from seawater
is not a viable option.
In Japan some interest in extraction of uranium from seawater still exists today, judging by the publications of Nobukawa et al. 1994 [Q72], Sugo et al. 2001 [298], Seko
et al. 2003 [Q312], Sugo 2005 [Q303] and JAERI 2005 [Q304]. It should be noted that
these studies are highly hypothetical and are based on just a few laboratory-scale experiments, unproven extrapolations, untried technology and a one-step ten billion-fold
upscaling on paper (from gram-scale to a 10 Gg-scale). For details see Part D10.
IAEA 2001 [Q149] states: “Research in Japan indicates that uranium could potentially
be extracted from sea water at a cost of approximately US$ 300/kg U, more than 10
times the spot market price at year end 1999.”
Such an assertion by an institute like the IAEA is astounding, given the scientifically
very weak base.
Extraction of uranium is only possible from relatively warm seawater with temperatures of, say, 20 °C or higher, for chemical and other reasons. If the adsorption phase
would rely on natural seawater refreshment, only a few sea currents would be suitable
for the Japanese concept (e.g., the Black Current in the Pacific and the Gulfstream
in the Atlantic). The size of the required installations would be measured in tens to
hundreds of kilometers.
Part D10 assesses the recovery of uranium from seawater, based on the Japanese studies (adsorption on special polymers) and other studies (adsorption on titaniumhydroxide).
The volumes of seawater to be processed in obtaining useful quantities of uranium are
huge. The reference reactor of this study (see Part B), corresponding with the best
reactors currently operating, needs 162.35 Mg natural uranium per year per GW.
With an assumed overall system extraction yield of Y = 17% (see Part D10), 285 km3
seawater per year per GW has to be processed, or 9040 m3 per second per GW. This is
about 3-4 times the outflow of the river Rhine into the North Sea.
To fuel the current world nuclear power plant fleet (370 GW) a volume of about 105000
km3 seawater per year should be processed, or 3.3 million m3 per second.
An estimate based on the scarce data available points to a strongly negative energy
balance of the nuclear system feeded by uranium from seawater. An unfavourable energy balance could be expected, given the very high mixing entropy of uranium ions in
seawater.
The mixing entropy of uranium ions is high, due to the exceedingly low concentration
of uranium ions in seawater (1.4•10–8 mol/L) and the relatively high concentrations of
a large number of other dissolved species, such as sodium, magnesium, sulphate and
chloride ions. To separate uranium from all other chemical species in seawater, in the
exceedingly pure form needed for nuclear fuel, very large quantities of work (highquality useful energy) are needed.
The thermodynamical separation work may be higher than the useful energy which can
be generated from the extracted uranium. If so, any research of extraction techniques
of uranium from seawater would be futile beforehand.
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Lignite and coal deposits
Lignite and sub-bituminous coal deposits often contain uranium adsorbed on the carbonaceous material or as urano-organic complexes. The average uranium content is
typically only a few 10s of ppm of U. Uraniferous lignite deposits are typically small,
but deposits in Kazakhstan and China reportedly range between 20 and 50 Gg U.
Burning the lignite converts the uranium adsorbed on the organic material into a refractory uranium silicate, from which uranium extraction is complex and expensive.
There are no systematic resource calculations for uranium hosted in lignites. Speculative Resources are probably in the millions of Mg of uranium in lignites worldwide, but
because of their high production costs these resources are of limited practical interest,
according to IAEA 2001 [Q149].

Secondary supply of nuclear fuel
Secondary supply includes the following subcategories:
•
Highly enriched uranium (HEU) from military inventories
•
Natural and low-enriched uranium inventories (Western and Russian)
•
Mixed OXide fuel (MOX), use of plutonium from civil and military inventories
•
Reprocessing of spent fuel (RepU)
•
Re-enrichment of depleted uranium (tails).
In 2006 about 55% of the nuclear fuel was poduced from primary sources: newly mined
and processed uranium. The other 45% was supplied by secondary sources.

Fissile material from military inventories
HEU
High-Enriched Uranium (HEU) from dismantled nuclear weapons and other military
sources is being downblended with depleted uranium, natural uranium to low-enriched
uranium (LEU) and used in commercial nuclear power plants. The information from
WNA-13 2007 [Q245] remains hazy with regard to the amounts and enrichment assays
of the HEU available for use in nuclear power plants. Some 674 Mg appears to be in
stock.
According to WNA-29 2008 [Q246] 230 Mg HEU is available for commercial nuclear
power, displacing 70000 Mg natural uranium. This would mean that 1 Mg HEU displaces
304 Mg natural uranium. It is unclear how WNA calculated this displacement figure.
Let’s assume the HEU has a content of 90% U-235 and is downblended with depleted
uranium, for maximum displacement of natural uranium. In this approximation the
residual U-235 content of the depleted uranium (0.15-0.3%) is ignored, as a matter of
convenience. The fuel of the reference reactor of this study is enriched to 4.2% U-235
and the enrichment process has a tails assay xt = 0.20% U-235.
In this baseline case 1 Mg HEU(90%) would correspond with:
mfuel = 0.90/0.042 = 21.43 Mg LEU(4.2%)								

eq H.2

The equivalent mass of 21.43 Mg LEU(4.2%) produced by enriching natural uranium can
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be calculated by equation H.3. At an enrichment tails assay of 0.20% U-235, the feed/
product ratio is F/P = 7.84. For F/P ratio see equations in Part E2.2. The process losses
(conversion, enrichment and fuel fabrication) are taken into account at 2%.
meq(Unat) = 21.43•7.84•1.02 = 171 Mg								

eq H.3

Estimates of equivalent masses of natural uranium for other fuel compositions are
summarized in Table H.4.

Table H.4
Natural uranium displacement ratios of HEU (90% U-235), or equivalent masses of natural uranium, at different fuel compositions and tails assays.
The figures of WNA imply an meq(Unat) = 304 Mg/Mg HEU.
xp
enrichment
conv. fuel
(% U-235)
2.6
3.3
4.2 (baseline)
4.2
5.0
10.0

xt
tails assay
(% U-235)

F/P

mfuel
per 1 Mg HEU
(Mg)

meq(Unat)
incl losses
(Mg)

0.30
0.30
0.20
0.30
0.30
0.30

5.61
7.32
7.84
9.51
11.46
23.66

34.61
27.27
21.43
21.43
18.00
9.00

198
204
171
208
210
217

Based on above estimate, 230 Mg HEU (90% U-235) would displace not much more than
about 230•0.210 = 48 Gg Unat, for the enrichment assays of the fuel for commercial
reactors are usually less than 5%. WNA should elucidate this issue and explain how their
value of 70 Gg Unat has been figured out.
Plutonium in MOX fuel
MOX (Mixed OXide) fuel consists of plutonium oxide PuO2 and uranium oxide UO2. The
fissile isotopes in the plutonium make up the fissile fraction in the nuclear fuel. The
uranium in MOX fuel can be either depleted uranium or natural uranium. In this study
we assume depleted uranium will be used.
The fissile Pu content in MOX fuel must be higher than the fissile U-235 content in conventional nuclear fuel, to get about the same properties in an LWR. In this study we
assume that an enrichment assay of 4.2% U-235 in conventional fuel (for the reference
reactor) corresponds with 5% fissile plutonium (Pu-239 + Pu-241) in MOX fuel.
Weapons-grade Pu
A part of the plutonium from dismantled nuclear weapons becomes available for use
in commercial reactors. Weapons-grade plutonium Puw contains 93% of fissile nuclides,
almost excusively Pu-239.
The Puw content in MOX fuel in the baseline case has to be:
[Puw] = 5/0.93 = 5.37%												
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eq H.4

So 1 Mg Puw corresponds with a MOX fuel mass of:
m(MOX) = 1/0.0537 = 18.62 Mg										

eq H.5

consisting of 1.00 Mg Puw + 17.62 Mg Udepl.
Estimates of equivalent masses of natural uranium for different fuel compositions are
summarized in Table H.5.

Table H.5
Natural uranium displacement ratios of weapons-grade plutonium (93% fissile), or equivalent
masses of natural uranium, at different fuel compositions and tails assays.
The figures of WNA imply an meq(Unat) = 214 Mg.
xp
enrichment
conv. fuel
(% U-235)
2.6
3.3
4.2 (baseline)
4.2
5.0
10.0

[Puw]
in MOX
(% Pu)

xt
tails assay
(% U-235)

F/P

m(MOX)
per 1 Mg Puw
(Mg)

meq(Unat)
incl losses
(Mg)

3.33
4.23
5.38
5.38
6.40
12.01

0.30
0.30
0.20
0.30
0.30
0.30

5.61
7.32
7.84
9.51
11.46
23.66

30.03
23.64
18.59
18.59
15.63
7.81

172
177
149
180
183
188

According to WNA-29 2008 [Q246] 70 Mg weapons-grade plutonium is available for commercial nuclear power, displacing 15 Gg natural uranium. This would mean that 1 Mg
Puw displaces 214 Mg natural uranium. It is unclear how WNA calculated this displacement figure.
According to our estimate 70 Mg Puw would be equivalent to, at most, 70•183 = 12.8 Gg
Unat, for it is not likely that commercial reactors will use fuel more enriched in U–235
than around 5%.
Reactor-grade Pu
Reactor-grade plutonium Purg has a variable content of fissile nuclides, depending on
the burnup of the fuel from which it has been extracted. Here we assume that the
reactor-grade plutonium has a fissile content of 69% (Pu-239 + Pu 241), extracted from
spent fuel with a burnup of B = 30 GWth.day/Mg. Higher burnup results in a lower fissile Pu content: 61% at B = 40 GWth.day/Mg, 55% at B = 50 GWth.day/Mg and 50% at
B = 60 GWth.day/Mg, according to WNA-29 2008 [Q246]. We assume that the current
plutonium inventory results from spent fuel of relatively low burnup and that depleted
uranium is used for the MOX fuel. The fissile content of the depleted uranium is ignored
as a matter of convenience.
The reference reactor, with an average burnup of B = 46 GWth.day/Mg and corresponding with the newest currently operating reactors, would produce plutonium with a
fissile content of 57-58%.
The displacement ratio of 1 Mg Purg can be estimated in the same way as with weaponsgrade plutonium. For the reference reactor the fissile Pu content must be 5%, equivalent with:
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[Purg] = 5/0.69 = 7.24%											

eq H.6

So 1 Mg Purg corresponds with:
m(MOX) = 1/0.0724 = 13.81 Mg										

eq H.7

consisting of 1.00 Mg Purg + 12.81 Mg Udepl. The results of the estimates at various
enrichment assays are summarized in Table H.6.

Table H.6
Natural uranium displacement ratios of reactor-grade plutonium (69% fissile), or equivalent
masses of natural uranium, at different fuel compositions and tails assays.
The figures of WNA imply an meq(Unat) = 187.5Mg.
xp
enrichment
conv. fuel
(% U-235)
2.6
3.3
4.2 (baseline)
4.2
5.0
10.0

[Purg]
in MOX
(% Pu)

xt
tails assay
(% U-235)

F/P

m(MOX)
per 1 Mg Purg
(Mg)

meq(Unat)
incl losses
(Mg)

4.49
5.70
7.25
7.25
8.63
17.26

0.30
0.30
0.20
0.30
0.30
0.30

5.61
7.32
7.84
9.51
11.46
23.66

22.27
17.54
13.79
13.79
11.59
5.79

127
131
110
134
135
140

According to WNA-13 2007 [Q245] and WNA-15 2007 [Q247] some 240 Mg reactor-grade
plutonium are in stock and may be used in MOX fuel. WNA-29 2008 [Q246] states that
320 Mg of reactor-grade plutonium is available for commercial reactors, displacing
60000 Mg natural uranium. This would mean a displacement ratio of 187.5 Mg Unat per
Mg Purg.
According to our estimate 320 Mg Purg would be equivalent to, at most, 320•135 =
43.2 Gg Unat, for it is not likely that commercial reactors will use fuel more enriched
in U–235 than around 5%.

Re-enrichment of depleted uranium
Worldwide some 1.6 Tg of depleted uranium has been produced. A part of this amount
has been (and is) used for production of radiation shields and ammunition. The remainder is stored as depleted uranium hexafluoride UF6 in vessels. Theoretically, by reenrichment of depleted uranium (tails), e.g. from a tails assay xt = 0.30% U-235 down
to xt = 0.15% U-235, large amounts of uranium equivalent to natural uranium could be
produced. IAEA 2001 [Q149] mentions several problems, one of them the availability
and costs of sufficient enrichment capacity. The IAEA made not clear which quantities
of depleted uranium, as UF6, could become potentially available. WNA does not mention re-enrichment as secondary source of ‘natural’ uranium.
Re-enrichement of, for instance, 600 Gg depleted UF6 with an average U-235 content
of 0.3% with a secondary tails assay of 0.15%, would result in 160 Gg Unat-equivalent
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uranium and would require 1.055 SWU/kg U. The energy consumed in the re-enrichment process, some 5.8 GJ/kg, would be more than the energy for extraction from ore
(0.15% U3O8) plus conversion into UF6 (about 5.4 GJ/kg, including mine reclamation).
From an energy point of view re-enrichment may be considered if the world average
ore grades drop below 0.1% U3O8. The added supply however, would be worth only a
couple of years of uranium consumption.

Uranium and plutonium recycling
Uranium recycling
Recycled uranium is not very suitable for LWRs, for reason of its high radioactivity and
unfavourable nuclear properties.
Recycled uranium, separated from reprocessed spent fuel, has a different composition
than natural uranium. Recycled uranium contains a number of nuclides which have an
adverse effect on its properties as nuclear fuel (Foresey & Dickson 1987 [Q239]):
• uranium-232, with high alpha and gamma activity due to its decay products
• uranium-234, a strong alpha emitter
• uranium-236, a strong neutron absorber. Fuel with U-236 needs a higher enrichment
in U-235 or more fissile plutonium (Pu-239 + Pu-241) to compensate for it
• traces of fission products – the chemical separation in the reprocessing plant never
is 100% perfect – such as ruthenium-106 and technetium-99, which increase the gamma
activity of the recycled uranium
• traces of trans-uranium elements, e.g. neptunium and plutonium.
Above problems worsen each time the fuel passes the fuel cycle.
Re-enrichment of recycled uranium would result in a product enriched in the unwanted
nuclides U-232 and U-234 and, to a lesser extent, U-236. Due to the neutron-absorbing
properties of these uranium isotopes, a higher content of fissile nuclides (U-235 or Pu239 + Pu- 241) is needed to get the same nuclear quality in an LWR as conventional fuel
(uranium enriched in U-235).
Re-enrichment of recycled uranium would have the additional drawback of contami
nating the enrichment plant with highly radioactive species, seriously hampering its
operation.
WNA-29 2008 [Q246] cites a figure of 45 Gg reprocessed uranium being available for
reuse, which would be equivalent to 50 Gg natural uranium. The displacement figure
of 50 Gg is inconsistent with the publication by Foresey & Dickson 1987 [Q239]. Reprocessed uranium contains slightly more U-235 than natural uranium (around 0.8% vs
0.7%) indeed, but it needs a higher fissile content than equivalent conventional nuclear
fuel.
If reprocessed U would be used at all, it would have to be enriched with Pu of HEU,
for isotopic enrichment would pose serious problems for the enrichment equipment.
Due to the high gamma radiation of reprocessed uranium, the fuel element fabrication likely has to be done in a remotely controlled plant. Apart from the high financial
cost, the speific energy consumption would be considerably higher, may be 3-4 times
as much as conventional fuel fabrication.
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Plutonium recycling in LWRs
MOX fuel recycling in LWRs is not meaningful. The plutonium in spent MOX fuel has a
low content of fissile nuclides and has an unfavourable isotopic composition for use in
LWR fuel elements. In fact, the total amount of plutonium does not decrease by reuse
in MOX fuel, for new plutonium is generated from uranium-238, just the fissile fraction
decreases. The recycled uranium might be unsuitable for reuse in LWRs for reasons
explained above.
The trend of todays nuclear power plants is shifting to higher burnups of the fuel.
Consequently the pluronium generated in the fuel has a lower lower fissile content(see
above section on Reactor-grade plutonium).
If we assume that the spent fuel from the reference reactor contains 1% plutonium,
of which 58% is fissile, each reload charge of 20.3 Mg of the reference reactor yields
about 0.12 Mg fissile plutonium. Assumed that the reprocessing of the spent fuel has
100% efficiency (which it is certainly not), 0.12 Mg fissile plutonium become available
for fabrication of MOX fuel elements. Starting with 0.12 Mg fissile plutonium 2.40 Mg
MOX fuel could be fabricated by combination with 2.28 Mg depleted uranium. In the
reactor 3.06 PJ gross electricity could be generated from this amount of MOX fuel,
11.8% of a full reload period. In practice this figure would be certainly lower, due to
the process losses in the reprocessing plant and fuel fabrication plant; some 10% seems
more realistic.
The spent MOX fuel has to be conditioned and disposed of in the same way as the spent
fuel in the once-through fuel mode.
This rough estimate does not mean that uranium could be used in a plutonium recycling mode 10-11.8% more efficient than in a once-through mode, that value depends
on the energy balance.
Additional energy inputs are required to make the Pu-recycling possible:
•
the reprocessing of 20.3 Mg spent fuel
•
construction, decommissioning and dismantling of a proportionate part of the reprocessing facility
•
the difference of energy input of the fabrication of 2.40 Mg MOX fuel and 2.40 Mg
conventional fuel.
Avoided energy inputs result from:
•
mining + milling and conversion of 19 Mg natural uranium (not needed)
•
the enrichment of 2.40 Mg conventional fuel (not needed)
•
reconversion and final disposal of 2.28 Mg depleted uranium (not needed).
Especially the first two entries of the energy balance (reprocessing and contruction +
dismantling of the reprocessing plant) are very energy intensive. It might be not surprising if the energy balance of Pu recyling turns out to be negative.
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Summary secondary supply of nuclear fuel
In table H.7 the potential supply of secondary uranium is summarized, as discussed
above, excluding the inventories of natural uranium and low-enriched uranium. For
comparison the figures from WNA-29 2008 [Q246] and from this study are included.

Table H.7
Equivalent masses of natural uranium corresponding with fissile material from secondary sources, according to WNA-29 2008 [Q246] and this study.

category
reactor-grade plutonium
weapons-grade plutonium
ex-military high-enriched uranium (HEU)
uranium from reprocessed fuel
re-enrichment of depleted uranium
total

[Q246]
(Mg)
320
70
230
45 000
–

[Q246]
equivalent mass
natural uranium
(Mg)
60
15
70
50

000
000
000
000
–
195 000

this study
equivalent mass
natural uranium
(Mg)
43 200
12 800
48 000
–
?
104 000

Even the figures of WNA-29 2008 point to a secondary supply of less than three years
at the current uranium consumption rate.
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H4		 Uranium supply: conclusions
Depletion of the currently known uranium resources:
							
the energy cliff and the CO2 trap
The currently known uranium reserves and resources will get depleted by 5-7 decades,
within the lifetime of new nuclear build, assumed the world nuclear capacity remains
at the current level or grows with 2% a year.
The net energy from nuclear power will gradually decline during the next decades,
due to the depletion of high-quality uranium resources. If no new large high-quality
resources will be discovered the net energy will reach about zero when the lowestgrade known uranium resources are to be mined. The nuclear system then falls off the
‘energy cliff’. This could happen within the lifetime of new nuclear build.
The specific CO2 emission of nuclear power will rise during the next decades, due to
the depletion of high-quality uranium resources and dependency on ever decreasing
ore quality. The nuclear CO2 emission will eventually surpass that of fossil-generated
electricity (the ‘CO2 trap’), if no new large high-quality resources will be discovered.
This could happen within the lifetime of new nuclear build.
Undiscovered conventional uranium resources:
							
chances of finding and what energy quality
The Deffeyes & MacGregor distribution, based on geologic considerations, suggests the
existence of vast amounts of uranium in undiscovered deposits in the earth’s crust.
However, only a small fraction of the continental crust is accessible to mining.
New uranium deposits likely will be found in the future, when exploration gains momentum. What counts is the net energy quality of the yet-to-be discovered deposits,
i.e. the energy needed to recover the uranium from those deposits.
Based on currently available evidence the yet-to-be discovered uranium deposits may
expected to be of lower energy quality than similar deposits currently known, and
consequently may be closer to the energy cliff.
No signs seem to be reported of new discoveries of major uranium deposits of sufficiently high net energy quality.
The conception that the uranium resources would be virtually unlimited is not supported by physical and geochemical evidence and ignores the essential difference
between uranium occurrences in the ground and energy resources.
Unconventional uranium resources:
							
known but beyond the energy cliff
Huge amounts of uranium are known to be present in black shales, phosphate rock,
lignite and coal. Due to the low grades, typically less than 100 ppm, extremely large
amounts of the uraniferous deposits would have to be mined and processed. The enerPart H
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gy consumed in the uranium extraction would push the nuclear system off the energy
cliff.
The view of the nuclear industry with regard to the possibilities of extraction of uranium from seawater, is based on laboratory-scale experiments, untried technology and
billion-fold extrapolations which are scientifically and technically questionable.
It would be wise to first calculate the theoretical extraction work based on thermodynamic laws, before embarking on a large R&D effort aimed at extraction of uranium
from seawater, and before publishing statements on uranium from the oceans as an
almost limitless energy resource.
Secondary supply
The supply of fissile material from secondary sources – plutonium and high-enriched
uranium from military inventories plus the stockpiles of plutonium and uranium from
reprocessed fuel – is equivalent to a maximum of 195 Gg natural uranium, and likely
less. These materials will add under three years to the world uranium supply at the
current consumption rate (68 Gg/a).
Recycling of plutonium and uranium
Recycling of plutonium in the present generation of nuclear reactors will likely have a
negative energy balance. That means that plutonium recycling would consume more
energy than it adds to the nuclear energy production.
The reuse of reprocessed uranium in nuclear fuel may turn out to be doubtful from a
net energy point of view. This apart from the technical and practical problems posed
by the isotopic composition of recycled uranium.
Future of nuclear power
The statements of the NEA and IAEA (Red Book 2006 [Q90]) that the uranium resources
are sufficient to support the current world nuclear fleet (LWRs) for hundreds of years,
and a fleet of fast reactors with a closed cycle for 10000s of years appear not to be
based on verifiable scientific and thermodynamic arguments.
Large-scale nuclear power based on breeder systems (fast reactors with closed cycle)
has proved to be a moving target for the past 50 years and still is.
The outlook presented by the IAEA/NEA may be considered highly speculative and ignores the thermodynamic aspects of the nuclear system.
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